


WHAT IS ADVANTIS TOKEN? 

 
Advantis token has three divisions: 
 
 
Division 1: Advantis  
Security, research tools, business partnerships, and more.  
 
 
 

Division 2: Samurai Legion  
Entertainment, NFTs, games, and more.  
 
 
 

Division 3: YouForge  
NFT marketplace, NFT tools, business partnerships and more

Advantis token is a company dedicated to crypto safety, global awareness, and 
opportunities for both the many and the few. Providing you with the tools and 
technologies to educate and better protect yourself. One of our goals is to make 
the most valuable and easy-to-understand research tools in the defi marketplace 
to help investors spot possible red flags or issues with their research projects.  
 
We are also here to help developers on many levels and provide the technical 
knowledge and assistance if needed. 
 
Our other goals are to provide the highest quality entertainment, NFTs, games, 
NFT marketplace, NFT tools and more through Samurai Legion and YouForge. 
 
(For more information on Samurai Legion or YouForge, these divisions will have their own whitepaper)



ADVANTIS AI 

 
Advantis AI began development in January 2022. 
 
Our team of programmers, designers, developers, and data scientists created a 
simple-to-use advanced token analysis tool for all crypto investors.  
AdvantisAI checks for red flags, errors in smart contracts, and fraudulent  
behavior by displaying results in an intuitive user interface.  
 
So how does Advantis differ from other token analysis tools?



LIVING DATABASE

 
Advantis AI stores large amounts of data to analyze continually. Unlike other 
analysis tools that update every time someone searches, Advantis AI constantly 
monitors changes in top wallets and calls from the contract owner’s address. 
This allows the AI to spot potential issues far faster and provide data for B2B 
APIs. 

HONEYPOTS
 
 
Advantis AI looks for honeypots uniquely. Unlike other analysis tools that use 
small gasless transactions that can be tricked by Anti Bot, giving a false score, 
Advantis AI considers each transaction and compares known honeypot code 
against the contract’s source code. This allows for multiple data points and  
provides a more accurate readout of the possibility of a honeypot.

RUG PULLS 

 
Although stopping rug pulls in real-time is very difficult, we have data points that 
we cross reference. For example, the history of the top 10 wallets within other 
projects, similarity in code to known scams, and we track liquidity locks in  
real-time, providing the exact date the liquidity will unlock. When a rug pull is 
detected, Advantis AI will flag the owner wallet, developer wallet, and known 
wallets within the contract. It will then begin to track the funds acquired from 
pulling liquidity on the exchange liquidity provided. All tracking is saved for  
historical data, so if one of the related wallets is used again to create a new  
contract, it will be instantly red-flagged. 



KNOWN ERRORS

 
With smart contracts being easy to copy and paste and the barrier to entry 
to launch a token so low, we also track known Solidity errors that may cause 
a token to have issues with trading, taxes, or many of the complex features a 
contract can have. Although these errors may not be intentional, investors must 
know all risks.  

ADVANTIS SCORE
 
 
Advantis AI produces a final score for each contract scanned that will be a 
straightforward representation of the data collected and the risk level of  
investing in the scanned project. Each score comes with a short disclaimer on 
what caused the score to calculate the way that it did in simple-to-understand 
terms. This score is updated in live time as things within the contract may 
change. Like for example, calls to the contract, top 10 holders, and liquidity  
unlocks. 

NFT SCANNING
 
 
Advantis AI will be able to scan NFT contracts and check for malicious code and 
will be able to track the owner of the NFT Project and all associated wallets  
connected to the contract. We will be developing a verification system around 
this, so you can make sure you are getting the right NFT and not a copy. 



FEATURES FOR DEVELOPERS 

 
We are here to help developers with any concerns they may have with their  
contracts and provide helpful APIs to connect to the blockchain for their  
development. Whether they want to integrate Advantis AI into their dAPP or 
need clean, usable APIs to talk directly to the blockchain, we are here to help.  

CONTRACT AUDITS 
 
 
The Advantis team will be providing audits for smart contracts. Unlike other 
auditing companies, Advantis AI can do most of the work. This will allow the 
Advantis team to deliver high-quality reliable audits at a higher speed than other 
audit organizations.



ADVANTIS DEX TRACKER 

 
Advantis Dex Tracker (name to be decided later) is a competitor to sites like  
Dextools and Defined.fi. You can use this site to track the price charts on dexes 
for all the tokens you invest in.  

BENEFITS OF ADVANTIS DEX 

 
Not only will you get reliable price charts, but you will have full integration with 
Advantis AI. This will allow for extra security and project data to populate the  
token page you are on. This will enable you to check your Advantis Score right 
on the tokens page, see the charts, and know when certain events happen, like 
calls to the contract, liquidity unlock date, etc. This platform will allow us to 
integrate Advantis AI and other planned utilities in the future, showcasing the 
incredible utility of Advantis AI.



ADVANTIS ANTI-BOT

 
Advantis Anti Bot technology is under development.  
Due to the data Advantis AI collects, we can find and track front-running bots on 
the blockchain. This data is used to create an updated database for  
developers to update their blacklists in real-time. In addition, a project will have 
the option to have the anti-bot hard-coded into their contract, or if a current 
contract meets requirements can be implemented without change.  
This will protect projects from being attacked by front-run bots that hurt the 
liquidity and launch of tokens. 

How Does Advantis AI collect data?

 
 
Although our AI is proprietary software we have developed, we will discuss how 
Advantis AI collects its information. We use a mix of currently available APIs that 
connect to each blockchain. At this time, we use three different API providers 
per chain to pull the information we need, such as the token name, transactional 
data, and the contract’s source code. Very shortly, we will be using our own 
Nodes (a copy of the blockchain) on our servers and creating our APIs. We have 
decided to pursue this route due to no one unified API providing us with all the 
information we need. This could be the cause of a lot of advanced dApps  
struggling with development. So we will be giving access to those APIs to other 
developers so they can create robust and more advanced dApps. 


